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Scube Gift is a Premium Corporate Gift provider which operates in both 
Singapore and Malaysia. Our goal – to provide sophisticated and desirable 
premium gifts that are both innovative and high quality, all at affordable 
rates. From designing to production and finally delivery of premium com-
pany gifts, our company handles it all under one roof.

Our success can only be attributed to our long term customers who have 
stuck with us through the years. We believe that they are quite familiar with 
the ideal of building long term business relationships which will pay off in 
the long run, and we are happy to continue providing a fantastic level of 
service to all who would come to us.
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CUSTOM
ORDERS

YOUR IDEA,
YOUR GIFT
EVERY IDEA IS UNIQUE

Have you ever had an idea but do not know how 
to execute it? Rest assured. Here at Scube Gift you 
are free to tell us your idea and we are ready to 
conceptualize and make it come true, just like you 
wanted. So, what are you waiting for? Contact us for 
more information.

OLDEN DAYS 
SOUVENIR
CLIENT: MEDIACORP

For Mediacorp show “Mata-Mata” and 
“A Journey: Tangshan to Nanyang”, we 
proudly produced this customized tin 
cup and tin box. These goods represent 
the feel of olden days where we drink 
from this tin can and use tin box to put 
our money. To bring back the memories 
of the forgotten culture, this gift is a 
perfect combination of reminiscence and 
appreciation.

Tell us what is your idea in mind and we 
will try to conceptualize and make it real 
for you.



CUSTOMIZE 
CALENDAR
CLIENT: PRUDENTIAL

We do everything for this custom prudential 
calendar. From conceptualization, bringing each 
calendar character to life, to mass production of 
the calendar. We can create a customize personal 
calendar for you. Just tell us what is your theme and 
preferences, and you are good to go.

YEARLY
JOURNAL
CLIENT: UBS

FULLY 
CUSTOMIZED 
YEARLY 
JOURNAL
You have a concept, tell us and 
we will make it real for you. An 
example of a full customized yearly 
journal we did earlier. A full page 
customized book, with UV Spotlight 
printing for each monthly page.

A luxurious and meaningful gift for 
your corporate world.



NOOSE 
PAPER BAG
CLIENT: MEDIACORP

For comedy series the Noose by Mediacorp, we 
made a custom paper bag for them. Tangling 
each character of Noose with a handle rope to 
mimic actual noose. Refreshing and comedic.

OLLIE AND 
FRIENDS
CLIENT: MEDIACORP

A fully customized merchandise specially 
made for Ollie and Friends Show. Consist of 
Ollie doll, customized kids merchandise and 
goods.

WE ARE 
SINGAPOREANS 
BOARD GAME
CLIENT: MEDIACORP

Customized board game we made for 
Channel 5 “We are Singaporeans” Show. A 
full card printed topped with squishy dice.

Simply tell us your enquiries and we will make 
it happen for you.



PORTFOLIO

STICKY NOTEPAD 
SET
CLIENT: SMCC

COMPRESSED 
TOWEL
CLIENT: MEDIACORP - 
CHANNEL 5

WATER BOTTLE
CLIENT: STANDARD CHARTERED

HOLE PUNCHER 
CLIENT: SCHOOL OF DESIGN 
& ENVIRONMENT

KEY USB
CLIENT: MEDIACORP 



WATERPROOF
SPEAKER
CLIENT: MEDIACORP - 
CHANNEL U

LOGO USB
CLIENT: MEDIACORP - OKTO

NOTEPAD
CLIENT: MEDIACORP - TOGGLE

STRESS BALL
CLIENT: HELLA

UMBRELLA
CLIENT: ICBC

TORCH LIGHT
CLIENT: NATIONAL INSTRUMENT



CLASSIC TUMBLER
CLIENT: ALLSWELL BIRD’S NEST

CLASSIC TUMBLER
CLIENT: NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF
SINGAPORE

MARIA TUMBLER
CLIENT: DIN TAI FUNG

SERANGOON SECONDARY 
SCHOOL
“I am writing to say how pleased we were with the quality of the finished 
product and services rendered by the company. From our first phone call 
setting up the initial appointment, through design, discussion of materi-
als, cost estimation, finalization of the design, scheduling and
construction you worked hand in glove and provided us with accurate and 
timely information.
We have received many compliments on its design and details that are 
evident in your quality workmanship. Our staff and pupils were truly 
enamoured with the caps so much so that they were donning it even after 
the school’s Sports Day. Your professionalism, attention to fine detail and 
quality of craftsmanship gave us a sense of comfort and the knowledge 
that we had chosen the right company. We felt very comfortable leaving 
for our vacation during the school holidays in June, with the sample fully 
constructed, knowing that it would be delivered to our expectations and 
satisfaction prior to our return.
We will strongly recommend you to anyone that is interested in a quality 
cap being designed and constructed. Feel free to have your potential 
clients to contact us and they certainly are welcome to
stop by and see a great finished product.”

MEDIACORP TV SINGAPORE
‘‘I’ve worked with Kenneth on some of Ch 5’s big shows like “We are 
Singaporean” and “Million Dollar Money Drop” and I have found Scube 
to be very professional and efficient. We were able to work 
together closely and our ideas were customized to our needs. 
Kenneth’s passion for his work is reflective of his excellent service, before 
and after sales. Will definitely be using a lot more of them
in future!”

MEDIACORP TV CHANNEL 8
“It was the first time we worked with Scube, and it was an enjoyable 
experience. We were sourcing around for a customized tumbler as our 
Channel premium and Scube was able to meet our expectations both in 
terms of quality and price. Kenneth’s service was excellent, always prompt 
and obliging to our multiple requests. We look forward to working 
together again.”

TESTIMONIALS



BRAND: JUAN TEA

SPECIAL
PRODUCTS
WHERE NATURE 
MEETS STYLE
Our tea inspiration comes from Madame Juan. She is a 
mother of three and a full time home maker.  She always put 
her family’s health as her top priority and she always wants 
to do more for them.
 
Brought up in deeply mixed culture, Madame Juan learned 
about the art of herbal tea making and its health benefits. 
Picking up different types of culture enables Madame Juan 
to create completely new and creative blends. Juan tea are 
100% natural with no colouring and preservatives 

YOUTHFUL 
RED
JTB001 / JTT001

Feel rejuvenated and keep your 
cheeks rosy with this blend of Roselle, 
Dragon Fruit and Rose Hips. High 
in Vitamin C, this tea helps you 
to replenish blood for a youthful 
complexion.

ENERGIZING 
ORANGE
JTB002 / JTT002

Energize your day with this power 
packed combination of Rooibos, 
Tangerine Peel and French Rose. 
Rooibos is famous to boost 
immunity system and promote blood 
circulation.

JUAN TEA BOTTLE
JTB001 - JTB007

Loose tea selections from Juan Tea. Comes in 7 different flavours, all 
with different health benefits and colour. Comes in beautiful glass 

bottle with bamboo cap.

COOLING 
YELLOW
JTB003 / JTT003

Beat the heat with this cooling 
concoction of Arhat Fruit Flowers 
and Chrysanthemums. It reduces 
heatiness and gets rid of phlegm. 
It also helps cleanse liver and 
moisten your lungs.



FRUITY 
INDIGO
JTB006 / JTT0016

Have a smooth sailing day 
brimming with fruity goodness 
of Pineapple, Apple and Rose 
Hip. A delicious way to aid your 
digestive system and boost your 
metabolism.

CALMING 
GREEN
JTB004 / JTT004

Keep calm with this sweet blend of 
Lemongrass, Butterfly Pea Flower and 
Pandan Leaves. It helps you to reduce 
swelling and relieve headaches.

RELAXING 
BLUE
JTB005 / JTT005

Wash away your Monday Blue and 
distress yourself with this relaxing 
Blue Tea. A fragrant blend of French 
Rose and Lemongrass will help you 
to relax and distress from hectic 
days.

WHOLESOME 
VIOLET
JTB007 / JTT007

Opt for this cooling brew of wholesome goodness 
from Black Wolfberries and Chrysanthemums. It is 
packed with nutrients and vitamins. Psst... It helps to 
nourish your liver and improve your eyesight as well!

RETAIL OUTLETS
Get Juan Tea at your favourite department stores.

ISETAN SCOTTS
350 Orchard Road, Shaw House, 238868. 
Lv. 4 Household

OG ALBERT
60 Albert Street, OG Albert 
Complex, 189969 Lv. 4 Household

ISETAN WESTGATE
3 Westgate #B2-01 608532, 
Gateway Dr Lv. B1 Household

OG PEOPLE’S PARK
100 Upper Cross Street, OG Building, 058360 Lv. 5 
Household

TANGS ORCHARD
310 Orchard Rd, Singapore 238864
Lv. B1 Household

JUAN TEA BAGS
JTT001 - JTT008

Juan Tea bags are an appreciation between great taste and 
practicality. Comes in a tube with 7 or 15 premium triangle 
shaped bag. There are 7 selections of tea and one special 
edition “Rainbow Collection”, which are series of all 7 
different flavours.



CUSTOMISE 
YOUR TEA
JTT009

Looking for some tea which calls it uniquely yours? We can 
create customised tea blends just specially for you! For 
more information, feel free to contact us and talk it over a 
cup of tea!

JUAN TEA 
WORKSHOP
JTT010
Looking for some wellness activity for your 
company? Can engage in our Juan Tea workshop 
to gain more knowledge in tea brewing. Learn how 
to appreciate local herbs and use them to make 
healthy tea. If you had workshop idea in mind but 
not too sure how to execute one, feel free to contact 
us and talk it over a cup of tea!

ENERGIZING ORANGE POUND CAKE

RAINBOW DEVILED EGGS



HAMPERS

COLLECTION
OF THE BEST
HAC0001

Ever wonder how to give a person a gift 
that is a collection of the best things they 
can get? Probably a beautiful hamper is just 
what you needed. You can custom make your 
own hamper or you can choose some great 
collections we had prepared.

TWILIGHT
PLEASURE
HAJ001

A pleasurable hamper collection of Juan 
Tea mixed rainbow tea, cooling yellow and 
selections of sweets and chocolates.

MORNING 
DELIGHT

HAJ002
A delightful collection of breakfast goodness. 

Consist of Juan Tea cooling yellow and 
selections of sweet and jams.

AFTERNOON
ESSENTIAL
HAJ003

A luxurious option for a hamper. Consist of 
Swanz Porcelain Thermal Tumbler, Juan Tea 
and selections of cookies and chocolates.



FLOWER BOX

CAPTIVATING 
BEAUTY
FBJ01-FBJ08

A perfect collaboration of nature goodness. 
A beautiful collections of flower bed, put 
together with Juan Tea all natural Colorful Tea 
or Swanz Collection Lara Tumbler.

PLEASANT
FLOWER BOX
FBS081P
A pleasant surprise for your loved ones. A bed 
of Gerbera, Roses and Baby Breath flowers, 
side by side with Lara Collection Swanz Thermal 
Tumbler.

CRIMSON
FLOWER BOX

FBJ08O
A box full of gerbera, roses and baby breath 

flowers. Topped with Juan Mixed Rainbow 
Tea. A colorful delight.

PASSION
FLOWER BOX
FBJ01R
A passionate box full of Gerbera, Eustoma, Roses and 
Baby Breath flowers. Equipped with Youthful Red Tea 
by Juan Tea.

GRANDEUR 
FLOWER BOX

FBJ07V
A luxurious option for you. A bed of Gerbera, 

Eustoma and Baby’s Breath Flowers with 
Wholesome Violet Juan Tea. 



BRAND: SWANZ

ABOUT SWANZ
Incorporated in 2010, Swanz Brand is a household brand from Singapore which designed 
and manufactured porcelain household wares which brings greater health benefits to 
customers. Swanz’s product is also patented in Japan together with several registered 
designs filed.
 
Swanz care about health as much as you do. Swanz take a lot of attention to one’s health. 
Health is the most important thing in life and it is Swanz responsibility to support that. 

DRINK WARES

Porcelain interior

High Grade Stainless Steel

Vacuum Insulated

MARIE THERMAL 
TUMBLER
SY-051 - 300ml

RETAIL OUTLETS
Get Swanz tumbler at your favourite department stores.

TAKASHIMAYA
Ngee Ann City. 391 Orchard Road, 
Singapore 238873

ISETAN SCOTTS
Shaw House. 350 Orchard Road,
Singapore 238868

ISETAN WESTGATE
West Gate. 3 Gateway Dr,
Singapore 608532

TANGS VIVOCITY
1 Harbourfront Walk, Singapore 
098585

OG ALBERT
60 Albert Street, Singapore 
189969

OG ORCHARD POINT
160 Orchard Road, Singapore 
238842

OG PEOPLE’S PARK
100 Upper Cross Street, OG Building. 
Singapore 058360

TANGS ORCHARD
310 Orchard Rd, Singapore 
238864



CLASSIC MUG
SY-021B - 400ml

A classic favorite, it is equipped with comfort-
able and stable grip for your convenience. 
Feel free to use it to enjoy your oatmeal in 
the morning or go traditional to drink your 
hot coffee throughout the day. It able to 
keep hot and cold for 3 to 5 hours.

ANNA MUG
SY-015 - 250ml

With 250ml capacity, Anna is just the right 
size to enjoy your coffee or tea at home. It is 
also equipped with a comfortable handle for 
better grip. It able to keep hot and cold for 3 

to 5 hours.

SWANZ
COLLECTION

Elevate your drinking experience and rediscover well beings with 
Swanz Collection. A pioneer in porcelain interior ware, Swanz is well 

known for its health-oriented motto. Swanz Collection curates the 
most beautiful series, promoting health products to be more contem-

porary and relatable to every day’s life.

EASY AND 
COMFORTABLE 

HANDLE



LARA
COLLECTION
SY-081/SY-081A - 380 ml /280ml

Refresh yourself anywhere you go with vibrant 
colors of Verra Thermal Tumbler. Verra’s cap is 
made of stainless steel. It has higher durability 
and it is easier to clean. It able to keep hot and 
cold for 3 to 5 hours.

CLASSIC THERMAL 
TUMBLER

SY-011- 300ml 
Being one of the lightest among all of the 

series, Classic Thermal Tumbler is a perfect 
companion for you. With 300ml capacity, Clas-

sic Thermal Tumbler is great for your juices, 
coffee or tea. It able to keep hot and cold for 3 

to 5 hours.

PRINT YOUR OWN 
DESIGN!
Have a design concept in mind? Tell us what do you imagine, we can 
make it real for you. We print customize design on our classic collection 
tumblers body. Any colour, any designs. You are the designer. Make your 
own custom print tumbler now!

CLASSIC
COLLECTION

SY-080 - 380ml



BRAND: ACERA

DREAM
TUMBLER

01E013

Sow the seeds of your dreams, nourish them with 
faith and watch them grow. Carry our tumbler with 

you as reminder that beautiful dreams come alive in 
all forms for you to experience again and again.



ALCHEMICAL SIGN 
TUMBLER

01E004

Our designer began with the ancient alchemical diamond-based 
triangular and lines symbols for fire, water, earth and air to create 

exhilarating vertical and horizontal patterns. Pyramid and diamond 
facet shapes, both fundamental to alchemy, are thought to create har-

monious frequencies that bring purity and balance. In our evocative 
horizontal design they merge and flow together as if powered by an 

unseen current.

BLOOM
CARAFE SET

01C001

A Chinese epigram encourages us to blossom fear-
lessly as we face the unknown. Opening your heart 

like a flower bud to new adventures you quickly 
come to enjoy and value the perfect accomplice, 

our Bloom Carafe Set, by your side.

ONE-O-ONE 
TUMBLER
01C668

Inspired by the world traveller, 
this collection of travel mugs 
is named after one of the most 
iconic and tallest skyscrapers in 
the world located in Taipei.



BOTTLES AND MUGS METALLIC 
VACUUM 
TUMBLER
BBS001

An elegant design vacuum insulated stainless 
steel tumbler. Come with a lot of colour 
selections. Pick one and make it yours.

49 x 41.5 x 28.5 cm/
55 x 46 x 33.5cm

500/750ml

PARISIAN VACUUM 
TUMBLER

BBS002

A stainless steel tumbler. Comes with 3 different 
colour and design. It is vacuum insulated, light and 

able to retain heat for .

61.5 x 39 x 22 cm/
61.5 x 39 x 26 cm

350/500 ml

POPPY VACUUM 
TUMBLER
BBS003

Simple and colorful Poppy vacuum insulated 
tumbler maybe is the right gift for you. Made 
with light stainless steel, it is perfect.

58 x 37 x 24.5 cm 430 ml



ZOOLOGY KIDS 
TUMBLER
BBK001

Merry and colorful. That is zoology kids 
tumbler. It is perfect if you have a kids events. 
Comes with the colorful designed pouch.

JEAN FLASK
BBP001

A big capacity thermal flask, it is perfect for a 
big party or gatherings.

62 x 48 x 30.5 cm 1600ml

FELICE FOOD 
WARMER
BBW001

A thermal food warmer made of stainless 
steel. It is vacuum insulated and able to retain 
heat. Comes with 3 different sizes and 3 
different colour.



IT GADGETS

SOUND BLOCK
CM5205

A wireless blue tooth speaker system designed for portability. 
Inspired by brass instruments, it sole purpose is to spread beautiful 
tunes. Includes micro charging cable and 2000mAh lithium battery, 
allows this product to play up to 8 hours on media. 3W for CM5205 

and 5W for CM5205A

SOUND

HI ONE
BLUE TOOTH SPEAKER

CM5205

A beautiful piece of blue tooth speaker. Perfect for a 
corporate gift or other purposes. Comes in 4 different 

stylish colour.

BLUE STYLEZ
CM5105

Slim and trendy Blue tooth V3.0 head-
phone. Wireless up to 10 meters. Also 
suitable for calling hands-free! (up to 
4 hours battery life).Including charging 
cable for rechargeable built in 90 mAh 
Li-on battery.

13 x 8 x 12cm

15.5 x 14.5 x 4.4 cm

10 x 30 mm  
(on left/right/top band) 

50 3000

* Size is not accurate. Only estimation.



8.8 x 8.8 x 16.5 cm 3w

20 x 20 mm 2h

50 2000

TOUCH TONE 
FM 5045

This stylish waterproof FM radio 
with touch control lets you enjoy 

your favorite songs in the bath-
room and even under the shower! 

The Touch Tone includes a loop, 
suction cup and anti-slip sticker to 

use at any surface.

FRANK
CM5301

Welcome to the world of Mr O, where 
fashion meets technology. FRANK is the  
first Blue tooth (V3.0) wireless speaker 
designed by Rodrigo Otazu. Its special 
design is able to rotate 180 degrees 
giving you the best sound quality in any 
position. 

10.7 x 10.7 x 4.8 cm 

50 x 20 mm Dia 30 mm  

50

SOUND SHELL
CM5170A

The Sound Shell is a headphone that will 
stay in your ear under any circumstance. 
The earplug spirals around your ear 
due to the ergonomic design. Ideal for 
running, biking or other sports.

TANK BOX
CM5303

TANK BOX is a heavy-duty Blue tooth 
(V4.1) wireless speaker from the FUN-

BLUE collection. Enjoy the great sound 
(2 x 5W) from this robust design 

waterproof (IPX6) wherever you are.

16 x 7.1 x 4.5 cm

10w

100 x 40 mm

12h50

2000

14 x 9 mm

3.5 x 4.7 x 1.9 cm

100



MOBILE & PC ACCESSORIES

CURVE DUAL U 
CHARGER

CM5205

A perfect U shape designed for holding your smartphone
when there are no any places to put your smartphone 

when charging . 

7 x 4 cm

* Size is not accurate. Only estimation.

DUOWOOD 
CHARGING STAND
MB9090

Hold your smartphone in style with the Duowood 
Stand. Simply adjust the holder to the size of your 
device and it will give the perfect position for video 
conferencing, navigating or simply for your visual 
attraction. Of course you are able to charge the item 
at the same time through the cable management 
solution.

PEAS CABLE CLIP
CM5205

Peas cable clip helps you to manage your phone cables. 
No messy for your cables anymore! Exquisite design for 

cable management.

* Size is not accurate. Only estimation.

* Size is not accurate. Only estimation.

7.5 x 7 x 4 cm

9 x 3 cm



SFM NOTEBOOK
EXPANSION DOCK

CM5205

Expand and connect your gadgets with Notebook Expan-
sion Dock. Strength faction and multifunctional.

LETOUR DUAL U 
CHARGER
CM5203

A phone charger adapter. Comes with dual USB 
port. 

8 x 8 cm

6.5 x 6.5 x 3.2 cm

* Size is not accurate. Only estimation.

* Size is not accurate. Only estimation.

DOUBLE
STAND
MB5056

Where to store 2 devices at the same 
time? The Double Stand will be your 
fashion stand on your desk while at the 
same time you can charge both devices 
via the cable management solution.

ON THE GO
AT5013

ON-THE-GO is a double USB port car and travel 
charger with a built-in IC chip, safety fuse and 

other safety features such as over voltage, over 
current and short circuit protection.

MUSHROOM 6000
CM5212

A mushroom shaped power bank with high 
capacity (6000mAh). Equipped with soft LED 
for night light. Includes micro charging cable.

40 x 10 mm

12.8 x 7.3 x 7.3 cm

100

20 x 6 mm 283 x 23 mm

Ø 9.6 x 8.6 cm

100



custom
power
banks
MAKE YOUR OWN 
CUSTOM SHAPE!
CM5119P

Ever think about creating something unique 
and never been made before for your corpo-
rate gift? Probably our custom power banks 
are just what you needed. Customize your own 
power bank shape to your corporate likings. 
Create your own one of a kind memorable 
gift!

3.0 x 3.5 x 9.3 cm  (CM5119P-SP)
10.7 x 3.7 x 1.2 cm (CM5116A-SP)

100

POWER POUCH
CM5169

The Power Pouch is a 3000 mAh power bank 
with a silicon wallet at the back. Convenient 
when you want to store your, bank card, loose 
change or even your charging cable.

POWER DIGI 
1000
MB5052

With so many different devices to 
charge it’s always welcome to have a 
collection of connectors with you. The 
cable card has two micro USB cable 
connectors, easily stored in a credit 
card sized solution.

45 x 45 mm

9.8 x 6.6 x 1.3 cm 

1000

sikscreen: 100 x 55mm
digital print: 142 x 72mm

14.8 x 7.7 x 1.4cm 50



CABLE CARD
MB5052

With so many different devices to 
charge it’s always welcome to have a 
collection of connectors with you. The 
cable card has two micro USB cable 
connectors, easily stored in a credit 
card sized solution. Never leave home 
without it!

15 x 8 mm

5.2 x 3.3 x 1.1 cm   

1000

POWER STRAP
CM5165P

Stylish aluminum power bank with 4000 
mAH. Comes with a silicon strap so you can 
keep your phone and charging cable togeth-
er in one package.

6.9 x 12.5 x 1 cm (powerbank)
6.8 x 1.5 cm (silicon strap)

56 x 12 mm
(silicon strap) 100

15 x 15 mm

 4 x 1.4 x 9. 6cm

100

MACBOOK 
SLEEVE
BL1600

A perfect sleeve for macbook. Durable and 
stylish, it’s a must have item for all macbook 
users.

40 x 20 mm

9.6 x 7.4 x 8.6cm

100

USBOOST
ATK5012

This 3-in-1 Car Charger will not only come in handy 
to charge your devices with the dual USB socket 
but is a life saver. This special item has a safety 
hammer and safety belt cutter.

MUSIC CHAIR
MB5080

Magic Chair is not only a mobile stand for watching 
a video, monitor email and surf the web, but also 
a amplifier for smartphone to listen music or make 
conference calls.



VINA PORTABLE 
CABLE
BC6000

An elegant selection of Lightning iOS 10cables, 
wrapped beautifully with synthetic leather and 
it’s own pouch. Come with different length sizes. 
30cm and 20cm.

10 x 6.3 cm

* Size is not accurate. Only estimation.

30 x15 mm

10.5 x 5 .6 x 0.4 cm 100

STICKY SMART
MB5093

3 in 1 Smart Sticky includes card holder, 
phone stand and mobile finger ring. Easy to 
install and remove from phone. Supports all 
smartphones which has a flat-back.

VR GLASSES
CA5044

Virtual Reality glasses for the ultimate VR 
experience. The glasses are made out of 

lightweight ABS and have a luxurious magnetic 
closing system to keep your phone in place 

during usage.

19.8 x 13.5 x 11 cm

70 x 50 mm

50 1000



FRAME DISK
USM6396

Need a special packaging for your USB  ash drive. 
FRAME keeps your  ash drive in perfect position. 
Simply open the frame, add your  ash drive and 
close the frame to keep it in place. FRAME can be 
re-opened and re-used.

OBSIDIAN X2 DISK
USM6399

Transmit data between your computer, laptop, 
and tablet with your mobile device.

5 x 1,8 x 0,85 cm

18 x 15 mm (acrylic), 
12 x 8 mm (metal)

50

USB FLASH DRIVE

5.2 x 1.2 x 0.5 cm

JEWEL DISK
USM6392

JEWEL is a USB 2.0  ash drive with light up effect 
once connected to a USB port.

5 x 1,8 x 0,85 cm

18 x 15 mm (acrylic), 
12 x 8 mm (metal)

50

TAG DISK
USM6391

TAG is a slim design USB  ash 
drive made from metal.

3.85 x 1.2 x 0.45 cm

25 x 9.5 mm

50

CLIP DISK
USM6388

Colorful USB  ash drive with a hard plastic top 
that has a clip shape to keep your digital and your 

printed papers together.

15 x 4 mm 

5.2 x 1.2 x 0.5 cm

100



CUSTOMIZE
USB WITH 
YOUR OWN 
FACE
NOW YOU CAN
CREATE YOUR OWN 
PORTRAIT USB
USM 6092

Ever think about creating something unique and never 
been made before for your corporate gift? Probably 
our custom portrait USB are just what you needed. 
Customize your own portrait USB to your corporate 
likings. Create your own one of a kind memorable gift!

MICRO USB PEOPLE
USM8012

The most personal USB stick, micro edition. Create 
your own USB people flash drive with movable 
arms and legs!

10 x 5 mm2.3 x 5.1 x 1.7 cm

RUBBER USB
PEOPLE

USM6107
The most personal USB flash drive, rubber head 
edition. Create your own USB people flash drive 

with movable arms and legs and a customized 
shape rubber head!

12 x 6 mm3.7 x 9.3 x 1.6 cm

METAL USB 
PEOPLE
USM8010

The most personal USB stick, metal 
edition. Alloy with shiny finishing. 
The most luxurious USB People!

4.4 x 8.5 x 1.7 cm

12 x 10 mm

BALL HEAD
USB PEOPLE
USM6237

Ball shaped USB people with key chain. Opening 
the ball releases the body with the flash drive. 
Create your own design and make your USB flash 
drive personal!

12 x 4 mm7.2 x 3.7 x 3.7 cm



TRAVEL AND 
OUTDOOR

SHERLOCK
KEYCHAIN
MB5070

Stylish and water proof anti lost alarm. The 
item has six functions and is water proof. 
Compatible with iOS 7.0 and above or 
Android 4.4 and above.

3.8 x 3.8 x 0.9 cm

30 x 30 mm 

100 1000

DROP
MB5068

This lovely droplet shaped model will trace your 
belongings if lost. This can also act as a remote 
control function with your camera to take 
self-portraits.

SPORTS BRACE
CA5028

Great and slim looking waterproof sports brace 
that tracks all-day activity, like steps, distance, 
sleep monitoring and calories burned. Wear 
it at night to measure your sleep quality and 
wake with the built in alarm clock.

24 x 1.8 x 0.9 cm

30 x 8 mm

50 2000

5.2 x 3.1 x 1.1 cm

30 x 20 mm

100 1000



6 x 4 x 2,5 cm

50 x 8 mm

50

1000

CAM 480
CA5042

State of the art HD sport camera with interpolated 
720p resolution. On the back there is a 2,0 inch. 

TFT LCD screen to view your videos instantly. The 
memory can be expanded up to 32 GB using a 

micro SD card. Including waterproof casing and 
10 more accessories. Recording time about 70 

minutes, battery capacity 900 mAh.

TRACE IT
KEYCHAIN
MB5066P3

The Trace It Keychain is a Blue tooth module 
you can hang on your keys, your purse or 
even your dog. Compatible with a free app 
for your smartphone or tablet (iOS
and Android). The item has 5 functions.

FEEL GOOD
CA5040

The SMART BAND is a slim, stylish device that tracks 
daily activity like steps, distance and calories burned. 

Wear it at night to measure your sleep quality and wake 
with the a built in alarm clock. Day or night, the Smart 
Band  ts comfortably around your wrist, it has a 5-day 

battery life and a data accuracy over 95%.
It syncs to smart devices (both iOS and Android).



LEATHER PRODUCTS

LIFESTYLE 
PRODUCTS

AIRBORNE
PASSPORT HOLDER

LHO1405

Passport holders offer extra protection to your travel document. 
Perfect combination of PU leather and canvas.

AIRBORNE
TRAVEL WALLET
LOR1005

With compartment to carry your cards, passport 
and travel document. Perfect combination of PU 
leather and canvas.

HAVANA CARD CASE
LCC1301

Simple and elegant design. Dedicated for a sole 
purpose.

 23 x 10cm

 7.1 x 10.8cm

 7.5 x 10.8cm



TED NAME CARD 
HOLDER 

LHO1300

PU leather name card holder with 3 card slots.

WARMTEXT PASS-
PORT HOLDER
LHO1403

PU Leather passport holder with 4 extra pock-
ets for your cards.

 5.7 x 7cm

 10 x 14.5cm

VISTA NAME 
CARD HOLDER
MCH1000

Magnetic closures. The silver brushed finish 
metal strip provides an area suitable for 
printing.

 10 x 14.5cm

VESKIM LEATHER 
TRAVEL ORGANIZER
LOR1004

Travel organizer with several pockets for cards. 
While traveling, air ticket and currency notes will be 
well organized.

 11.5 x 23cm



WRITING INSTRUMENTS

WRITE ON
WRITING INSTRUMENTS SELECTION

A best gift is the one connects with the receiver. 
What is better than a thoughtful gift? A simple idea 

of every day’s item made with craftsmanship and 
perfection.

40 x 5mm

12.1 x Ø0.9cm 50

HANG ON
TB0018

We design a hook on the top, it help you hang on 
the pen to your backpack easily. With a slight push 
of the button, you can retract the refill and lock the 
hook.

ORIGIN
TB2010

Removing pen clip, preventing the pen from rolling 
on the table and emphasizing the comfortable 

hand feeling: the result is the original meaning of 
writing tool.

25 x 6.5mm (lower barrel)

13.4 x Ø1.2cm 50

TAK TAK
TR2085

With our self-invented magnetic cap, the pen can 
be capped automatically on both sides with
amazing “TAK” sound.

25 x 7mm

13.5 x Ø1.2cm 50



NOTEBOOKS

TANDAX A5 
NOTEBOOK
ZNO1000

A5 notebook with 82 sheets for all your notes. 
Elastic strap closure.

 21 x 15 x 1.3cm

ITNIX NOTEPAD
ZNO1005

66 sheets lining paper + 16 sheets graph 
paper + 16 sheets blank paper. 100gsm 
paper notes. 150gsm envelope Kraft mate-
rial. With Pen - Black color ink.

 9 x 9.2 x 9.5cm

 9 x 9.2 x 9.5cm

QUENTIN
MEMO HOLDER

ZPO1000

Compact desktop notepad with post-it pad and PET 
neon strips. Extra compartments to organize your 

stationeries neatly. 

 21.5 x 13.5cm

ECO FRIENDLY 
NOTEPAD

JNO1018

40 sheets notepad with business card slot. Comes 
with 3 colour pens, including red, blue and 

green colour pen.



31 x 24 x 1.5cm

ALBANY FOLDER
JFL1008

Professional folder made of PU +Polyester. Holds A4 pad. 
Compartments for cell phone, accessories, pen and business cards.

 18.5 x 13 x 1cm

PHONEHOLDER 
NOTEPAD
ZNO1017

Creative design. PP cover features a phone 
holder function. 70 gsm lining paper, 80 
sheets.

 21.5 x 15 x 1.5cm

A5 PRESTIGE BOOK
ZNO1027

Prestige is an A5 notebook set with stylish fabric 
inside and outside, magnetic closure and metal 

plate. Inside there”s an A5 notebook with 96 sheets 
for all your notes. Including complete stainless steel 

ballpoint pen.



MISCELLANEOUS

REXIEX FOLDABLE 
UMBRELLA
UMF1202

Silver Steel Ribs. Plastic Handle. Non-UV Protec-
tion Coated.

 21’

RANLEX
UMBRELLA
UMS1000

Special design for straight umbrella with 2 
fold.

INVERTED
UMBRELLA

UMS1306

23” inverted umbrella. Inverted way of open/ close. 
Stylish look with double layer canopy.

 23’

 18’

VASYTU
REVERSE CAP

CAP1116

Stretchable for all sizes. Suitable for kids & adults.

 27 x 18cm



PURE MESSENGER 
BAG
TSB 1011

Durability, style, original design, practical usefulness. And it”s wa-
ter-resistant as well. Made from one piece of canvas with special PEVA 
coating and strong straps. In two exceptional colours and it can be 
combined with the pure backpack. 

 31 x 42 x 10cm

BOBBY ANTI THEFT 
BACKPACK
THB1120

It’s genius lies in the hidden zipper that is fully hidden 
in the back of the bag. No thief will be able to find 
the opening. The illuminate bar on the back and sides 
of the bag will make sure you travel safely during the 
night. 

44 x 34 x 20cm

45 x 34 cm 

LESTE DRAW-
STRING BAG

TDS1000

Classical drawstring bag. Extra pocket holds your 
valuables. The front pocket can easily fit a pair of 

flip flops or a lunch box. 

SEATTLE
ORGANIZER
JFL1011

Open the Seattle and you will see that an entire office 
fits in. Your tablet, of course, that you can stand upright 
thanks to the Seattle. And your other things because 
this handy portfolio contain compartments and files for 
everything you need. In the most compact form. 18.5 x 14.5 x 3.5cm



ADAMANT
COOLER BAG
TMB2102

Zippered closure collapse, sling strap easy for 
carriage. Ideal to input 2 bottles of beverage.

15 x 15 mm

 34 x 21 x 11cm

NEON BADGE
DBG1000

Retractable at your convenient. While having 
your badge on it, keys will be also able to tag 
along so that will not be misplaced. 

2.9 x 3.5 x 1.9 cm 

BACCHUS
HA7013

BACCHUS is a silicone slap on wine thermom-
eter. Just put it around your wine bottle and 
it will tell you if the wine is the right tempera-
ture for serving or storing. The BACCHUS has 
a button to switch between Ë.

80 x 25 mm

20 x 4 x 4.7 cm

GUN METAL
CARD HOLDER
MCH1002

A great promotional gift. Simple design to 
place your name card neatly.

3.5 x 9.4 x 4cm

WELLNESS
SURVIVAL TOOL

HOS1009

11 function essential tool for every day jobs which is an 
awesome tool to keep it in your wallet. 2-inch serrated 

edge steel blade cuts tough materials with east. This is for 
anyone who is into survival or emergency preparedness. 

Instruction manual provided. 

 7.1 x 4.3 x 0.2cm




